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Rajini's son, Saiju Kurup plays the lead role of a young man who fights a cycle of life and death. Santhosh Narayanan, Kota Srinivasa Rao, Parthiban and Devan in supporting roles, while Manivannan, Seetha and Pazhani Baskar play supporting roles. Featuring musical score and
soundtrack were composed by A. R. Rahman, while the lyrics were written by Kannadasan. The film opened to mixed reviews in July 2002 and became a success at the box office. The film was remade in Telugu as Vahini (2002), in Hindi as Housefull (2004), in Kannada as Belthangady
(2007), in Malayalam as Manjadikkuru (2011), in Marathi as Pavan (2013), in Odia as Haqdaar (2014), in Hindi as Kaabil (2017) and in Bengali as Ishq Subhan Allah (2018). Plot The story begins with Chandrakantha (Santhosh Narayanan), a good-natured taxi driver, who lives a humble

life with his wife (Manivannan) and two kids. His wife is childless and he gets happy when his wife receives a letter informing her that her first child will be a boy. He does not want to follow the conventional way of welcoming the boy in the house and does not let the child to get up at
7:00 am. At that time his wife gives birth to a baby boy. They bring the boy up in the same manner as their elder son who loves reading, music and fighting. Unfortunately, after the boy grows up, he is imprisoned for an unknown reason and then he is dead. The story of Chandrakantha's

life concludes when he himself is dead. Parthiban plays Chandrakantha's elder son, Prathap (who appears as Prabhu) who fights his friend Selvam (Saiju Kurup), and is considered an ideal man by his mother, and often argues with his father over their difference of opinion. Selvam
constantly helps Prathap in his fights. On a daily basis, Prathap will have to visit his father's office, where a local politician Madrasa Nambiyar (Kota Srinivasa Rao) employs Prathap as his assistant. His father is the manager of the politician Madrasa Nambiyar's health and building
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It's Baba Tamil Movie Trailer. . SuperStar Rajinikanth B-A-B-A 2010 Trailer.rm. Vijay Andrews. Vijay. Vijay and Yash on holiday in Thailand. Vijay in a nightclub. Vijay at the party. Vijay, Vijay, Vijay. Vijay in jail. Vijay. Vijay at his father's funeral. Vijay and Vijay on the beach. Vijay at the restaurant. Vijay-vijay. Vijay in the theatre. Vijay in the club. Vijay in the hospital. Vijay at
the restaurant. Vijay. Vijay in jail. Vijay and Vijay on the beach. Vijay looks at Yash on the beach. Vijay in the club. Vijay and Vijay on the beach. Vijay. Vijay. Vijay and Vijay. Vijay in the club. Vijay . fffad4f19a
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